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1  GENDER AND THE ACT ION HEROINE

  Hardbodies and the Point of No Return

8s one of the most dominant genres of popular cinema since the early 
!"#$s, the action film has done much to construct the body of the male hero as 
spectacle. %e well-displayed muscles of such heroic icons as Sylvester Stallone 
and Jean Claude Van Damme have worked within a narrative space that pres-
ents masculinity as an excessive, almost hysterical, performance. Indeed, the 
spectacle of the muscular male body has become the genre’s central trademark, 
a feature that allowed Arnold Schwarzenegger to catapult from professional 
body builder to at one point the highest-paid movie star on the planet.

With their obvious emphasis on masculine ideals, action films in the !"#$s 
seem to deny any blurring of gender boundaries: men are active, while wom-
en are present only to be rescued or to confirm the heterosexuality of the 
hero. Yvonne Tasker has described the action genre as “an almost exclusively 
male space, in which issues to do with sexuality and gendered identity can 
be worked out over the male body” (!""&: !'). Yet as the genre evolved in the 
!""$s, women were increasingly placed at the center of these traditionally 
male-only films.

Building upon the success of the few ’#$s action films featuring female pro-
tagonists—most prominently Sigourney Weaver as Ripley in Aliens (!"#()—
the genre produced a number of narratives revolving around action heroines: 
Blue Steel (!""$), Silence of the Lambs (!""$), Eve of Destruction (!""!), V. I. 
Warshawski (!""!), !elma and Louise (!""!), Aces: Iron Eagle III (!""!), and 
Terminator ": Judgment Day (!""!), as well as numerous straight-to-video 
works such as Sweet Justice (!""&) and the Cynthia Rothrock martial arts vid-
eos. All of these works, and many others, revolve around heroines more than 
capable of defending themselves and vanquishing the bad guys. %e develop-
ment of the hardbody, hardware, hard-as-nails heroine who can take it—and 
give it—with the biggest and the baddest men of the action cinema indicates 
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a growing acceptance of non-traditional roles for women and an awareness of 
the arbitrariness of gender traits.

%e reaction of both the general public and film critics to these new action 
heroines has been remarkably varied. While Aliens and Terminator " reaped 
huge profits at the box o)ce and !elma and Louise and Silence of the Lambs
collected Academy Awards for best screenplay and best film respectively, 
other films featuring the new action heroine were commercial and critical 
failures. Beyond the mainstream movie audience, one would expect feminist-
influenced film reviewers, who have been critical of Hollywood’s depiction 
of women for years, to welcome these new roles with open arms—but this is 
not always the case. As many critics have pointed out, the image of heroines 
wielding guns and muscles can be conflated within the binary gender codes of 
the action cinema to render these women as symbolically male. %is suspicion 
of gender cross-dressing is rooted in the feminist critique of patriarchy based 
on the “politics of the body” that emerged in the !"($s and !"'$s.

Simply put, the feminist trope assumed what Susan Bordo has referred 
to as “an oppressor/oppressed model which theorizes men as possessing and 
wielding power over women—who are viewed correspondingly as themselves 
utterly powerless” (!""&: *&). %is binary structure situates men as active, 
women as passive—men as violent, women as having violence done to them. 
%us, within this strict binary code the action heroine, who fights and kills 
on par with the men, confuses the boundaries and is seen by some critics as a 
gender transvestite. Occasionally the popular press has carried the argument 
that action heroines are, as the subtitle of a feature article in Film Review put 
it, “really only ‘boys’ in ‘girls’ clothing” (James !""*: *!). %is notion of the 
hardbody heroine as a male impersonator has even been taken up within 
the pages of traditionally light women’s fashion magazines. A recent issue of 
Glamour quotes Jeanine Basinger, the chair of film studies at Weslyan Uni-
versity, as saying, “Putting women in traditional male action roles, without 
changing their psychology, is just cinematic cross-dressing” (Johnson !""+: 
!,&). %e suspicion is that the action heroine is just a sheep in wolf ’s clothing, 
rather than a legitimate role for women.

%is deterministic linkage of role and sex within the old feminist discourse 
is hampered by what many of the new feminist theorists charge is an overly 
simplified, pessimistic, dualistic, and paranoid view of cultural subordina-
tion. Many contemporary feminists have begun to challenge the underlying 
assumptions of the earlier feminist theory that women are powerless, cultural 
dopes. Recent feminist work has even gone so far as to find subversive and 
empowering aspects in women’s use of cosmetic surgery (Davis, !""!) and 
makeup (Radner, !"#").
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Influenced by deconstructionism, poststructuralism, and cultural studies, 
modern feminists often seek to explore the complex, multifaceted dimen-
sions that are possible in the reading of every cultural act. At the root of 
these projects is the humanities’ current emphasis on the constructedness of 
reality. Central to this new wave of gender studies is Judith Butler’s work on 
the performative nature of gender. Butler’s concept of gender as a learned set 
of characteristics that has assumed an air of naturalness, and her claim for 
the destabilizing e-ect of drag as gender parody, opens the door for a less 
deterministic reading of the action heroine. %e modern action film has gone 
Butler’s example of drag one further by repositioning destabilizing gender per-
formances onto feminine bodies that are not easily read as merely humorous 
or sexually perverse.

%e complexity of gender performance and Western culture’s assumption 
of natural gender traits forms the narrative tension of the French action film 
La Femme Nikita (!""!) and the Hollywood remake, Point of No Return (!""&). 
After discussing the historical antecedents personified by the heroines of Aliens
and Terminator " and some of the preconceived cultural perceptions of the 
action heroine in general, I will turn to the case of Point of No Return to con-
sider how it might be read as laying bare the artificiality of gender absolutism. 
In e-ect, the heroine of Point of No Return can be seen as a biological female 
who enacts femininity as a disguise for her symbolically masculine role—she 
is a double-cross-dresser.

While the natural distinction of male/female gender roles has been brought 
into question by other action heroines, most notably in Aliens and Terminator 
"—only to be recovered by a heterosexual logic dictating that any woman who 
behaves in a manner so heavily coded as masculine must be a man in drag—
Point of No Return reemploys a feminine masquerade to further emphasize the 
performative nature of gender roles. By considering how heroic females have 
been constructed as masculine within the male domain of the action film in 
general, and how this depiction has been further complicated in Point of No 
Return specifically, it becomes apparent that, whether intentionally or not, 
recent action films challenge both cinematic and cultural assumptions about 
what constitutes natural or proper female behavior.

In Gender Trouble (!""$), Judith Butler investigates the performative nature 
of gender roles as they have been socially constructed within Western culture. 
Her goal is to provoke gender trouble by denaturalizing traditional gender 
categories grounded in biological determinism. Butler’s theory of gender is 
twofold: a consideration of gender as performance and a claim for parody as 
the most e-ective means for undermining the current binary frame of gender. 
For Butler, gendered identities are not a reflection of one’s authentic core self, 
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but are a culturally coded e-ect of performance. Gender does not prescribe 
our performance, rather it is performance that ascribes our gender.

According to Butler’s deconstruction of the traditional theory of mind/body 
and nature/culture dualism, there is no real and biologically determined self 
at the core of our being, only the mannerisms and gestures we have learned. 
Butler argues that bodily “acts, gestures, enactments, generally construed, are 
performative in the sense that the essence or identity that they otherwise pur-
port to express are fabrications manufactured and sustained through corporeal 
signs and other discursive means. %at the gendered body is performative 
suggests that it has no ontological status apart from the various acts which 
constitute its reality” (Butler !""$: !&(). %e body itself, Butler continues, is 
“not a ‘being’ but a variable boundary, a surface whose permeability is politi-
cally regulated, a signifying practice within a cultural field of gender hierarchy 
and compulsory heterosexuality” (!&"). Butler argues that there is no natural 
gender identity or even any form of androgyny that preexists socialization. A 
person is not born man or a woman, but rather becomes one. As Butler puts it: 
“Gender is the repeated stylization of the body, a set of repeated acts within 
a highly rigid regulatory frame that congeal over time to produce the appear-
ance of substance, of a natural sort of being” (&&).

Because this highly rigid regulatory frame is so ensconced as natural in 
Western culture, destabilizing traditional notions of gender is a di)cult pro-
cess that must seek to renegotiate terms that have gained the aura of “fact.” 
Butler o-ers parody as a prime method of gender subversion, claiming that 
because there are no resources for subversion existing outside of the cultural 
system of gender identification, challenges to the natural or essential assump-
tion of gender must arise from within the system—by parodying traditional 
gender conventions. Her most fundamental example of gender parody can 
be found in drag: “In imitating gender, drag implicitly reveals the imitative 
structure of gender itself—as well as its contingency” (!&'). Butler’s theory 
of gender subversion sees drag as laying bare the artificiality of established 
conventions. As an obvious performance of gender not “naturally” linked to 
a biological “truth” of the performer, drag subverts and destabilizes gender 
essentialism from within the system. Rather than falling under the illusion of 
opting out of gender categories, drag makes do with the tools at hand. By us-
ing culturally recognizable gender traits, Butler argues, drag parodies the very 
notion of an original:

To be more precise, it is a production which, in effect—that is, in its effect—
postures as an imitation. This perpetual displacement constitutes a fluidity of 
identities that suggests an openness to resignification and recontextualization; 
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parodic proliferation deprives hegemonic culture and its critics of the claim to 
naturalized or essentialist gender identities. Although the gender meanings 
taken up in these parodic styles are clearly part of hegemonic, misogynist cul-
ture, they are nevertheless denaturalized and mobilized through their parodic 
recontextualization. As imitations which effectively displace the meaning of the 
original, they imitate the myth of originality itself. (Butler 1990: 138)

Butler’s theory of gender parody as a destabilizing cultural act is intriguing, 
but her example of drag may not be as clear a challenge to the notion of natu-
ralized or essentialist gender identities as she would have us believe. Her nod 
to parodic style as part of hegemonic, misogynist culture is never fully dealt 
with for its most obvious e-ect of reinscribing and naturalizing gender di-er-
ence via the absurdity of cross-dressing. While cross-dressing and transvestism 
are a crucial point of gender blending, drag in its most common form as 
nightclub performance relies on the audience’s recognition of the performer’s 
underlying, or true, gender. Many of the drag’s jokes, and the skill of the 
overall female impersonation, only make sense if viewers believe that the per-
former is a man. Rather than negating the concept of an original and natural 
gender, drag usually reinscribes essentialism by revealing gender transgression 
as ultimately humorous or tragic.

For me, the more confounding of hegemonic norms are the less burlesque 
forms of gender parody, forms that do not hint at an underlying real gender, 
forms that are not as easily marginalized by dominant perceptions. Butler 
briefly refers to “the sexual stylization of butch/femme identities” (!&') as 
an alternative form of gender parody that has been criticized within femi-
nist theory for its parallel of heterosexual relations. Although Butler gives the 
concept short shrift, I believe it is this type of parody that truly destabilizes 
gender norms. For the butch and the femme there is no underlying di-er-
ence; their gender performance is never held up as cover for their real sex. Yet 
the destabilizing work of lesbian and gay gender performance is still strongly 
resisted in our culture. %ey are often discredited as freaks, hormonally imbal-
anced, psychologically unbalanced, or ungodly heathens. But unlike the drag’s 
reliance on the humor of gender impersonation, and unlike the untolerated 
homosexual, the masculinized heterosexual woman reveals the arbitrariness of 
gender in a way that is not easily discounted.

Within cinema (which has done much to define gender- appropriate be-
havior in our culture) the modern action heroine confounds essentialism 
through her performance of traditionally masculine roles. Indeed, the com-
mon criticism that the action heroine is a man in drag can be read as an initial 
attempt to deny the arbitrariness of gender. Her performance, her narrative 
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function, and her very body emphasize the artificiality of gender roles. But 
from a feminist perspective, the popular press’s perception of action heroines 
as masculine is not as much a recognition of gender as performative, as it is 
limiting of legitimate, alternative female identities.

M A S C U L I N E  H E R O I N E S

%e gender-destabilizing work performed by the modern action heroine poses 
a direct challenge to one of the key perspectives of film theory over the last 
twenty-five years. %e action heroine is an obvious contradiction to the wom-
an-as-image theory typified by Laura Mulvey. For a long time after Mulvey’s 
landmark essay, “Visual Pleasure and the Narrative Cinema” (!"',), feminist 
film theory assumed an active male subjectivity and a passive female objectiv-
ity. Mulvey argued that “In a world ordered by sexual imbalance, pleasure in 
looking has been split between active/male and passive/female” (!"',: !!). Clas-
sical cinema conventionally portrays man as the bearer of a voyeuristic gaze and 
woman as its object. Men, Mulvey goes on to argue, are the agents that propel 
the narrative, while women stop it—men act while women are passive.

For Mulvey, the sexual di-erence demarcated by the active/passive split 
marks the cinematic gaze as a masculine look that objectifies women as spec-
tacles to be looked at. %is masculine gaze of the camera forces female viewers 
to adopt either a narcissistic overidentification with women on the screen or 
a masochistic male point of view. But the modern action heroine is far from 
passive. She fights, she shoots, she kills, she solves the mysteries, and she res-
cues herself and others from dangerous situations. In short, she is in full com-
mand of the narrative—carrying the action in ways normally reserved for male 
protagonists.

Certainly the action heroine is often filmed to accentuate her body, but this 
new hardbody is not o-ered up as a mere sexual commodity. While the well-
toned muscular female body is obviously an ideal in this age of physical fitness, 
it is presented in these films as first and foremost a functional body, a weapon. 
Even as the action-heroine hardbodies of the !"#$s and early !""$s gave way 
to a more traditionally feminine and sexualized body by the late !""$s and 
into the *$$$s, the emphasis on the strength and competence of these bodies 
remained. %e cinematic gaze of the action film codes the heroine’s body in 
the same way it does the muscular male hero’s—as both object and subject. 
Where once stood silicone-injected breasts and delicate shoulders, now stands 
ripped pecs and striated delts. Her body does not exist solely to please men, it 
is a body designed to be functional.
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%is development of the hardbody heroine is a relatively recent phenom-
enon in a genre so closely associated with the larger-than-life male hero. 
Women in the action movies of the !"#$s usually occupied the passive posi-
tion described by Mulvey. %ey were loved ones in distress like Holly Gennaro 
(Bonnie Bedelia), the estranged wife of hero John McClane (Bruce Willis) 
who is held captive by terrorists in Die Hard (!"##). Or they were expendable 
love interests like Rika Van Den Haas (Patsy Kensit), who is killed o- after 
consummating her relationship with Martin Riggs (Mel Gibson), thus pro-
viding the necessary excuse for the hero’s excessive violence in Lethal Weapon 
" (!"#"). Or they were appended to the narrative to counter the subtext of 
homoerotic tension between the male partners, such as Gabriel Cash’s (Kurt 
Russell) pursuit of Kiki (Terry Hatcher) in Tango and Cash (!"#"). Women 
were often removed from the narrative entirely in films like First Blood (!"#*), 
or at least from the bulk of the screen time in such prison films as Lock Up
(!"##) and Death Warrant (!""$), or war films like Uncommon Valour (!"#&) 
and Predator (!"#'). In short, the female characters were almost never central 
to the narrative except as motivation for the hero’s mission. Tasker describes 
these women as “An hysterical figure who needs to be rescued or protected, 
the heroine is often played for comedy” (!""&: !(). All that was required of an 
actress was an innocently sexual appearance and a ready scream. %is type of 
female role still exists today but is overshadowed by the new action heroine.

%e prototype for the ’"$s action heroine, the one standout amongst wom-
en in ’#$s action movies, the first woman to make it into the boys’ club—was 
Sigourney Weaver’s Ripley in Aliens (!"#(). %is sequel to Ridley Scott’s hor-
ror/science fiction success Alien (!"'") picks up with Ripley’s emergence from 
hyper-sleep fifty-seven years after her defeat of the monstrous alien of the 
first film. Ripley soon finds herself accompanying a squad of Marines back to 
the planet that has since been colonized by humans. %e Marine’s encoun-
ter hordes of the aliens and find their weapons and methods useless against 
them.

Although just a civilian advisor, Ripley is forced to take over from the 
inexperienced Marine commander in an attempt to save the lives of the crew 
and Newt, a little girl who is the sole survivor of the colony. After numerous 
struggles, Ripley is the only one left to fight and must dramatically arm her-
self with oversized guns and a mechanical exoskeleton in order to vanquish 
the queen mother of the aliens. Aliens exchanged the horror conventions of 
its predecessor for those of the action genre and developed the already tough 
character of Ripley into the striking image of a muscular, gun-toting heroine 
who was alternately dubbed by the press “Fembo” and “Rambolina.”
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%e association of Ripley with Rambo is not that far-fetched. Aliens’ direc-
tor and screenwriter, James Cameron, had previously penned Rambo: First 
Blood Part II (!"#,), and the similarity of the character’s iconography in pro-
motional stills was hard to miss. Both Rambo and Ripley were seen in numer-
ous pictures wearing almost identical action hero uniforms: a muscle shirt, 
loads of ammunition, an oversized machine gun, and sweat dampened hair. 
Interestingly, where Rambo’s stock promotional photo occasionally showed 
him carrying a bedraggled prisoner of war, Ripley’s photo often showed her 
carrying the frightened little girl, Newt, who is central to the narrative of 
Aliens. %at Ripley had more in common with the usual male action hero 
than the typical screaming woman was well noted by the press. In a feature 
article lauding Aliens as the summer’s megahit, Time magazine wrote that:

In action pictures, women are supposed to swoon or retreat to a safe corner (or, 
at best, praise the Lord and pass the ammunition) while the male lead protects 
them and defends Western civilization as we know it. In Aliens, it is the guys who 
are all out of action at the climax and Ripley who is in a death duel with evil.
(Schickel 1986: 48)

In the original film, Alien, now considered a classic of the horror genre, 
Ripley’s struggle against the horrific alien makes her a perfect example of 
what Carol Clover refers to as the Final Girl in slasher films. %e Final Girl is 
the stock character who “not only fight(s) back but do(es) so with ferocity and 
even kill(s) the killer on their own, without help from the outside” (Clover 
!""*: &'). Strongly influenced by Butler’s theory of gender as performance, 
Clover’s fascinating essay goes on to argue that the Final Girl is clearly marked 
as a masculine character via her ability to survive agonizing trials, rise to the 
occasion, and defeat the monster with her own hands and cunning.

According to Clover, horror and rape-revenge films “operate on the ba-
sis of a one-sex body, the maleness or femaleness of which is performatively 
determined by the social gendering of the acts it undergoes or undertakes” 
(!,"). %is fluidity of gender, Clover believes, is what allows the mostly male 
audience to identify with the heroism of the Final Girl. Despite Clover’s excel-
lent deconstruction of gender attributes in horror films, she finally undercuts 
the male audience’s ability to identify with a female character by reading the 
Final Girl as a “congenial double for the adolescent male” (,!). %is cross 
sex doubling is seen as a way for adolescent males to vicariously partake in 
the masochistic pleasures of the horror film without risking their perceptions 
of male competence. Clover’s identificatory twist, while intriguing, seems to 
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discredit the male audience’s capacity to cheer on a woman as a woman in a 
self-reliant role. In spite of her eventual retreat to a modified Mulveyian con-
cept of viewer/gender identification, Clover does go a long way in describing 
the falsity of gender essentialism in contemporary film theory.

Cameron’s transformation of the sequel into an action film repositioned 
Ripley’s tough self-reliance as more than just another in the long line of hor-
ror’s Final Girls. Ripley’s heroism seemed to place her in the realm of the 
overtly masculine, to what Clover herself calls a “space-age female Rambo” 
(!""*: +(). As the first mainstream action heroine, Ripley’s blurring of gender 
boundaries seemed more problematic to the critics than to filmgoers. Un-
certain of how to read the character, the cover of Time magazine featured an 
out-of-character Weaver in traditionally feminine make-up while the article 
refers to her as a “Rambette.” Meanwhile, Aliens’ producer Gale Anne Hurd 
was impressed with audiences’ acceptance of Ripley’s role and was quoted in 
the San Francisco Examiner Datebook observing, “I really appreciate the way 
audiences respond. %ey buy it. We don’t get people, even rednecks, leaving 
the theatre saying ‘%at was stupid. No woman would do that.’ You don’t have 
to be a liberal ERA supporter to root for Ripley.” %e excessively masculine 
association of carrying over-sized guns, saving women, children, and inept 
soldiers, and generally kicking ass seems to necessitate a character’s reading as 
overtly masculine by critics but not necessarily by the general public.

%is perception of the action heroine who kicks ass as a man in drag was 
brought to the fore again in Cameron’s smash hit Terminator ": Judgment Day
(!""!). In this sequel to his own breakthrough success of !"#+, !e Termina-
tor, Cameron scripts the character of Sarah Connor (Linda Hamilton) as the 
most extreme of his, as Richard Corliss put it in Time, “tough-as-kryptonite 
women” (Corliss !""!: +(). One of the most captivating images of the film, 
second only to the special e-ects shape-shifting of the liquid metal T*$$$, 
was Sarah Connors’ new hardbody. Like Ripley before her, the visual image 
of Connors in T" explicitedly identifies her with the archetypal Rambo per-
sona. In this instance the symbolic cross-dressing is taken beyond the level of 
undershirts and oversized guns into the realm of the body itself as Hamilton’s 
muscular appearance was the subject of much speculation about the ability of 
women to toughen up.

Hamilton’s most recent work previous to Terminator " was in the wistfully 
romantic television series Beauty and the Beast. In direct contrast to her role as 
“beauty,” Hamilton physically refashioned her body to be more of the “beast” 
in T". Her intense training routine was widely reported in promotional ma-
terials and the popular press. Entertainment Weekly reported that Hamilton 
worked with a personal trainer for more than three months prior to filming 
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T"—six days a week, running, biking, swimming, stair climbing, and hours 
a day in the weight room—as well as learning judo, military techniques, and 
weapons handling from an authentic Israeli commando.

A cover story in New York magazine about the new killer women of film 
describes Connor/Hamilton as “the power body—the arms and shoulders 
packed with muscle, the straight thick waist, the boy’s hips, no ass, the bo-
som so small it doesn’t require a bra . . . the arms have rivers of veins rising 
above the bulging muscle” (Baumgold !""!: *(). Sarah Connor, as played by 
Hamilton in T", does not just perform masculinity via her aggressive role, 
she embodies it. %e thick waist, boy’s hips, no bosom—overlaid by combat 
boots and ammunition clips—worked for many critics to e-ace femininity 
altogether.

%e Sarah who was a stereotypically weak woman in need of saving at the 
beginning of the first Terminator has, in e-ect, become a cold, deadly, unstop-
pable terminator herself. Susan Je-ords has argued convincingly that one of 
the central narrative devices of T" is inversion, particularly the exchange of 
roles that constructs the T!$$$ terminator (Arnold Schwarzenegger) as the 
caregiving female character while the muscular Sarah assumes the masculine, 
machine-like killer.

This ‘new’ Sarah Connors looks like the mercenary she has trained to be through 
all the intervening years, wearing military fatigues, toting heavy weapons, and 
having a mission to perform. As final proof of her new hard character she even 
forgets to love her son . . . we are witness to how Sarah ignores her son for most 
of the film. The excuse, that she’s concentrating on keeping him alive, puts her 
in direct competition for the Terminator’s role, and body . . . And while she is 
focusing on being a super-soldier, the Terminator is working on being a better 
mom, listening to and playing with the son that Sarah hardly notices for all the 
weapons she’s carrying. (Jeffords 1993: 249–50)

%at the cyborg Schwarzenegger can be read as the more feminine role is an 
indication of how overdetermined our cultural notions of appropriate gender 
behavior are. Terminator " is preoccupied with discrediting surface appearanc-
es as nothing is as it seems— the fluidity with which the T*$$$ shape-shifts 
is indicative of all the characters’ manipulations of the discrepancies between 
image and identity. Certainly the film’s gender negotiations were an innovative 
challenge to cultural expectations (any film that can construct Linda Hamil-
ton as tougher and meaner than Arnold Schwarzenegger is bound to shock), 
but does it destabilize gender categories if Connor is decoded as a man in 
drag? While the film does illustrate the constructedness of gender, the critical 
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reading of Connor as “male” facilitates the dominance of gender absolutism. 
Gender categories and appropriate behavior are retained in the face of obvious 
biological inconsistency. Rather than aggressiveness being deemed legitimate 
for women and compassion acceptable for men, both Sarah Connor and the 
T!$$$ are suspected of transvestism.

%e tough, self-reliant action heroines personified by Ripley in Aliens and 
Sarah Connor in Terminator " are described by Tasker as operating “within an 
image-world in which questions of gender identity are played out through, in 
particular, the masculinization of the female body” (!""&: !&"). %is mascu-
linization of the female body that is equated with the masculinization of the 
character’s performed gender role is most visible through her possession of the 
most eminent of male icons: guns and muscles. %e action heroine ostensibly 
commandeers these traditionally male signifiers in order to fulfill her narra-
tive function. In the circular logic of gender/role identification, the character 
wields the guns and the muscles because of the role, and is identifiable in the 
heroic role because of the guns and muscles. %e intimate linkage of these 
possessions in determining role classification for the action heroine is clear in 
the press’ labeling them “hardware” (guns) and “hardbody” (muscles) hero-
ines. %e repetitive use of “hard” in describing the heroines emphasizes the 
removal of the “soft” (read: feminine) qualities. It also indicates the symbolic 
phallicization of the actress, the hard flesh of the body, and the hard barrel of 
the gun being usurped and appropriated from the male domain. Both guns 
and muscles can be seen to empower women in ways that have, until recently, 
been solely masculine.

%e emerging popular discourse about the increasing use of guns by women 
as a means of defense and empowerment, both in real life and on the screen, 
is discussed by Kirsten Marthe Lentz. Lentz compares the conflicting feminist 
reception of guns marketed for women to the feminist pornography debates, 
or sex wars, of the !"#$s. %e pornography debates revolved around disagree-
ment by feminists about the nature and extent of women’s passive victim-
ization. While the anti-porn side saw pornography as blatantly misogynistic 
and degrading to all women at all times, the anti-anti-porn side sought to 
understand how women could partake in pleasures of pornography by theoriz-
ing “a subject for whom victimhood, danger and pleasure exist in profoundly 
complicated ways” (Lentz !""&: &',). %us, in the same ways that pornography 
could represent to some women a means of empowerment, modern women’s 
“knowledge of, aptitude with and willingness to use guns a-ords a pleasure 
familiar to feminists: the female subject masters with utter competence a ‘mas-
culine’ practise, attitude and/or domain” (Lentz !""&: &'+). In other words, 
the action heroine who exhibits a mastery of guns represents a woman who 
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has usurped a particularly phallic means of power. In Aliens, when Ripley 
uno)cially takes over command of the Marines from an inept o)cer, one of 
the soldiers o-ers to “introduce [her] to a close personal friend of mine”, his 
“M-+!A pulse rifle, !$mm, with over and under &$mm pump-action grenade 
launcher.” After quickly learning how to operate the “pulse rifle,” she asks 
about another of the weapon’s functions, and the corporal replies, “%at’s the 
grenade launcher . . . I don’t think you want to mess with that,” but Ripley 
insists: “You started this. Show me everything. I can handle myself.”

%e sexual implications of female gun use in contemporary cinema has not 
been ignored by filmmakers. %e fetishistic qualities of women wielding such 
a heavily coded phallic symbol constitutes one of the major themes of feminist 
director Kathryn Bigelow’s Blue Steel (!""$). %roughout the film rookie cop 
Meghan Turner (Jamie Lee Curtis) is forced to negotiate her conflicting gender 
status as it is implicated in her relationships with guns and powerful men. %e 
opening credits sequence is an obvious fetishizing display of Turner’s weapon: 
in an extreme close-up, with vaguely erotic background music and stylistic 
blue lighting, the camera dwells on the contours, the shaft, and the hollows of 
her standard issue Smith & Wesson. %is segues into Turner’s (cross) dressing 
in her new police uniform as she narcissistically admires herself in the mirror. 
Her obvious enjoyment in dressing up and possessing the phallus is cut short, 
as it were, when she is reprimanded for killing a thief whose own weapon can 
not be found at the scene of the crime.

%e gun in question was in fact stolen by Eugene Hunt (Ron Silver), a 
Wall Street trader mesmerized by the sight of Turner using her weapon. As 
Cora Kaplan has noted, “Blue Steel’s plot depends on a deadly serious running 
gag about the gun’s fetishized meaning” (!""&: +*). Men repeatedly question 
Turner’s desire to be a cop—her alarming response is that “ever since I was a 
kid, I wanted to shoot people”—and in a thinly disguised Freudian rationale, 
we are witness to Eugene’s obsession with Turner’s possession of the phallus. 
Eugene carves Turner’s name on bullets and begins indiscriminately shoot-
ing people in her name, thus placing her in a marginalized/suspect position 
amongst her fellow o)cers. And more directly, during a seduction scene (be-
fore Turner realizes his true identity) Eugene asks Turner to pull out her gun 
and hold it “with both hands.” In the end Turner manages, albeit just barely, 
to repossess her gun, eliminate Eugene, and triumph over her abusive father, 
but the trials she is forced to endure are all brought about by her pleasurable 
appropriation of masculine power.

%e second most emblematic sign of the action heroine’s masculinized 
persona is the development of physical strength. In the context of numerous 
films, this strength is represented through the heroine’s superior ability in 
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martial arts. %e extremely successful straight-to-video films featuring Cyn-
thia Rothrock typify this sub-genre of kung fu movies.

More visually striking to Western audiences than the grace of martial arts is 
the muscled heroine. Richard Dyer points out in his study of the male pinup 
that “muscularity is the sign of power—natural, achieved, phallic” (!"#*: (#). 
Similarly, Susan Bordo has argued that “muscles have chiefly symbolized and 
continue to symbolize masculine power as physical strength, frequently oper-
ating as a means of coding the ‘naturalness’ of sexual di-erence” (!""&: !"&). 
%e image of Sarah Connor’s/Linda Hamilton’s bulging biceps and striated 
shoulders in a black undershirt clearly mark her masculinization while simul-
taneously questioning the naturalness of muscles as markers of sexual di-er-
ence. Likewise, Rachel McLish, a former champion bodybuilder, is repeatedly 
filmed in Aces: Iron Eagles III in ways that foreground her muscularity. %e 
camera zooms in on McLish’s flexing biceps once when she frees herself from 
iron shackles, and again when she overpowers one of the villains in an arm 
wrestle for his knife.

Indeed, while McLish co-stars with numerous men, she is the only one of 
the good guys to throw a punch. Muscularity is so essentially linked with the 
“natural” superiority of men in power relations that it semiotically overwhelms 
biological identity. %e muscular woman is seen as a gender cross-dresser. 
Mirroring the critics’ reading of the action heroine as a man-in-drag, Laurie 
Schulze’s research of societal attitudes towards female bodybuilders found that 
“People who find female muscularity aesthetically unpleasurable often claim 
that these bodybuilders “look just like men,” or are “trying to be men.” Often 
too, there is the implication that female bodybuilders are lesbian” (Schulze 
!""$: '&). Extremely muscular women in action films are similarly equated 
with becoming symbolic males and/or lesbians. %e threat of action heroines 
being too manly or possibly lesbian eventually led to an increased emphasis 
on the sexuality of heroines in later films.

Due to the homophobic nature of most mainstream audiences, many 
narratives overtly seek to establish the heterosexuality of action heroines by 
providing a nominal male love interest, or by, as in Aliens and Terminator ",
linking the action heroine to notions of a fierce maternal instinct. %e lesbian 
innuendoes about the muscular/masculine woman are reserved for lesser and 
more expendable characters who are portrayed as butch. Corinna Everson, 
another champion bodybuilder who made her initial foray into action films 
in the Jean Claude Van Damme vehicle Double Impact (!""*), played the vil-
lain’s hired muscle. Everson’s muscularity is juxtaposed with the voluptuous-
ness of the hero’s girlfriend. %e distinction between Everson’s bad/muscular 
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body and the girlfriend’s good/feminine body comes to a head when Everson 
corners the girl in a storage room and tries to force herself upon her sexually.

In the reductive logic of the film, Everson’s character is necessarily lesbian 
because she is muscular, and muscular because she is lesbian. Ironically, at the 
showing of Double Impact I attended it was the muscular Everson who elicited 
shouts of approval from audience members, perhaps proving that the well-
toned body is currently more of a female ideal than the voluptuous-but-weak 
body. It is interesting to hear how audiences respond upon first seeing such 
muscular women as Hamilton, McLish, and Everson. Rather than blatant 
wolf whistles, there is a sense of awe and respect (from both male and female 
viewers) for the hard-earned muscularity that stands so far removed from even 
the well-aerobicized Hollywood norm.

A more positively explored butch character is Private Vasquez (Jenette 
Goldstein) in Aliens. Vasquez is a woman even more blatantly coded as mas-
culine than Ripley. Heavily muscled and with a crew cut, she has to deal with 
the criticism of the male Marines. In one notorious scene, Vasquez awakes 
from hyper-sleep and immediately begins doing pull-ups. One macho Marine 
looks at her and asks, “Have you ever been mistaken for a man?” to which she 
replies, “No, have you?” as she high-fives her buddy. %e message of the joke is 
clear: masculinity is determined by one’s ability to perform certain culturally 
recognizable traits, and conversely to fail to perform these traits adequately 
implies one can be seen as feminine. Vasquez’s exaggerated masculinization 
works by comparison so as to lessen the gender-threatening aspects of Ripley’s 
character, whom Vasquez initially refers to as “Snow White.”

While the action heroine’s heterosexuality is somewhat recovered by the 
narrative in order to escape any possibly o-ending lesbian implications, she 
is still read within the confines of gender attributes as symbolically male. %e 
ability of women to function successfully in what is coded as a masculine role 
illustrates the socially constructed nature of that role. On one level gender 
is shown as a performative act, a bundle of traits, and not as a sex-specific 
absolute. Yet the argument advanced by some critics that these characters are 
simply “men in drag” undermines the revelatory possibilities of women as-
suming these roles.

If a female character seen as kicking ass must be read as masculine, then 
women are systematically denied as a gender capable of behaving in any way 
other than passive. La Femme Nikita and Point of No Return take women in 
action movies a step beyond by not assuming a masculine identity in kicking 
ass, but by remaining garbed in obvious signifiers of femininity. %e audience’s 
gender beliefs are more directly destabilized because the image of a petite, 
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pretty woman in a dress kicking ass denies the narrative logic that allows view-
ers to deride the heroine as a butch or as a woman trying to be a man.

F E M I N I N I T Y  A N D  T H E A C T I O N  H E R O I N E

Although La Femme Nikita was the original film, I will refer here to the Amer-
ican remake, Point of No Return, because it has garnered more attention with 
the North American press and movie audiences due to its wider release. As a 
remake Point of No Return was unusually faithful to the original, so in e-ect, 
any reference to one film is a reference to both. Indeed, many of the reviews 
noted, often critically, Point of No Return’s faithfulness to La Femme Nikita.
%e Wall Street Journal claimed that “Almost nothing has been altered” (Sala-
mon !""&: A!*) in the conversion, while Newsweek agreed that “To call Point 
of No Return a remake of the !""! French pop fantasy La Femme Nikita isn’t 
adequate; carbon copy is more like it” (Ansen !""&: (,).

Point of No Return is the story of Maggie (Bridget Fonda), a drug-addicted 
misfit sentenced to death for killing a police o)cer during a botched drug 
theft from a corner store. Maggie’s ferociousness while under arrest is noted 
by the mysterious Bob (Gabriel Bryne) who works for the covert government 
agency that arranges for her fake execution and subsequent initiation as an 
elite assassin. Maggie undergoes months of strict physical and social retraining 
in order to blend in with the high-class individuals she will be assigned to kill. 
After earning her graduation from the agency by murdering a foreign digni-
tary, Maggie is relocated to Los Angeles where she meets and falls in love with 
the innocent J. P. (Dermot Mulroney). But Maggie’s attempts at a normal life 
are undermined when the agency continues to assign her assassinations.

In a desperate e-ort to win her freedom, Maggie accepts an assignment 
where she is promised that if she successfully pulls o- this last big job she will 
never be bothered again. Unfortunately the hit goes bad and the agency sends 
in Victor the Cleaner (Harvey Keitel) to assist and then terminate her upon 
completion of the assignment. Maggie manages to defeat the bad guys and 
the Cleaner, but realizes she can never go back to her life with J. P. Instead, 
Maggie allows the agency to assume she died in a car crash while she, battered 
and bruised, walks o- into the horizon to begin a new life.

%e central plot device of Point of No Return resides in the Pygmalion-
like transformation of Maggie from, as the press release puts it, a “scru-y, 
ferocious, drug-addicted misfit” to an “intelligent, curious, lovely woman of 
elegance and refinement.” Maggie’s initial rugged aggressiveness is tantamount 
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to the action heroine’s performance of masculinity. Maggie is physical and 
self-reliant, murdering without remorse—and capable of overcoming Bob and 
holding him hostage in an attempt to escape the agency in an early scene. 
%is early Maggie is persistently violent and physically unkempt in old jeans 
and a man’s undershirt—the same type of black undershirt worn by Sylvester 
Stallone in the Rambo series, Bruce Willis in Die Hard, and such muscular/
masculine women as Linda Hamilton in Terminator ", and Rachel McLish in 
Aces: Iron Eagle III.

%is black undershirt that has become a standard costume of the genre is 
functional for its ability to reveal the hero’s body. It is quite literally a muscle 
shirt, putting the hero or heroine’s pumped-up body on display. %e linkage 
within the action cinema of the black undershirt with the heroic male/muscu-
lar body is a key signifier of gender that facilitates the reading of the muscular 
heroine as masculine. %e association of clothing with the social construction 
of body and gender identity, often examined by fashion theorists, is a formal-
ized and explicit element of costume design for film. “%e rules of costume 
and typage,” Jane Gaines argues in her essay on costume and narrative, are 
“that the dress should place a character quickly and e)ciently, identifying 
her in one symbolic sweep” (Gaines, !""$: !##). As a costume, the under-
shirt Maggie wears early in Point of No Return identifies her as a masculinized 
character—it supports her aggressive behavior, signifies her cross-dressing, and 
situates her in relation to previous men and women of the genre.

In an interesting example of Point of No Return’s play with gender and 
genre iconography, this heavily coded signifier of the black undershirt is in-
corporated into Maggie’s initial feminine disguise. Her black cocktail dress 
appears in the film and in the promotional stills to be a frilly version of the 
undershirt. Arguably the most circulated image of the film was Fonda in the 
sleeveless black dress brandishing an oversized pistol. %is image condenses 
the apparently conflicting signifiers of feminine and masculine iconography. 
%e masculine undershirt is reconfigured as a feminine dress, and the femi-
nine body is equipped with a masculine gun.

%e destabilizing resonance of this image is echoed by the press’s fascina-
tion with it. Maclean’s main description of Maggie is “with a big gun and a 
killer miniskirt” (Chidley !""&: +&), Newsweek describes her “chic cocktail 
dress and semiautomatic fashion accessories” (Ansen !""&: (,), and the New 
York Times claims that Fonda herself fits in well with “the story’s other basic 
ingredients: little black dress, great big gun” (Maslin !""&: C!$). Audiences 
were likewise captivated by this unusual image—the review in the Wall Street 
Journal notes that “What the audience seems to respond to is the sight of a 
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slight woman deftly handling big guns” (Salamon !""&: A!*). %is combina-
tion of signifiers denies an easy gender ascription. While other action heroines 
symbolically garbed themselves exclusively in masculine accoutrements, thus 
allowing their characters to be read as predominantly male, the use of obvious 
signs of femininity and masculinity in one image confounds the strict catego-
rization of gender absolutism.

Much of Maggie’s retraining for life as an assassin involves practical skills 
such as martial arts, weaponry, and marksmanship, yet it is increasingly ap-
parent to her instructors that Maggie is more than adequately versed in these 
manly arts. Indeed, it is her unruly pleasure in these skills that sets her apart 
from the other, more complacent students. On the firing range Maggie is 
handed a gun and told, “You have two seconds per target. Shoot only the 
bad guys. Do not shoot the good guys.” As the various targets pop up Mag-
gie wantonly shoots them all, little old ladies and muggers alike. When the 
instructor asks her “What do you call that?” Maggie responds with “Fun.”

%e reckless glee with which Maggie performs and excels in physical com-
bat worries her trainers. When she is called upon in martial arts class to try 
and strike the instructor, Maggie reluctantly participates by playfully exagger-
ating karate gestures. But when the instructor lowers his guard in an assump-
tion she’s not taking the exercise seriously, she breaks his nose with a single 
sucker-punch.

In these training scenes we glimpse Maggie’s ability to exploit her oppo-
nent’s perceptions of her as a weak female. While some reviewers found it 
“surprising that Fonda didn’t pump up for the role” (Gleiberman !""&: &!) and 
others noted that “she’s hardly an icon of physical menace in this era of iron-
pumping maidens” (Ansen !""&: (,), it is this very lack of Maggie/Fonda’s 
gender transgressive bodily signifiers that allows her to disarm her opponents. 
When she successfully passes as feminine, Maggie refigures gender-appropriate 
behavior by demonstrating that masculinity and femininity are not mutually 
exclusive identities. At the same time, Maggie destroys the audience’s percep-
tions of biologically determined identity and role as determining biology. In 
other words—just because she looks like a woman does not mean she is one, 
and just because she acts like a man does not mean she is one.

%e conscious manipulation of traditional perceptions of female characters 
as weak has become a standard convention in action heroine films. A quint-
essential example of this scenario is a scene from Blade Trinity (*$$+) that 
introduces the character of Abigail Whistler (Jessica Biel). A group of young 
street punks (who are actually vampires) menace some people in a subway sta-
tion. %ey brazenly terrorize potential targets as they decide whom their ideal 
victim will be.
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After rejecting an older woman and an overweight man as unappetizing, 
the punks spot a woman trudging along with her baby and a load of grocer-
ies and decide they have hit the jackpot. %ey follow her down to an empty 
subway platform, taunting her with creepy catcalls and jumping out at her 
from the shadows. Set up as a clear parallel to gang rape, the seemingly help-
less Agigail struggles to escape as the young vampires descend upon her.

Two of the punks tear the baby away as two more force her to the ground: 
“Scream if this hurts, Chicka!” But the tables are quickly turned—their prey 
is no helpless female victim, and the baby is a doll rigged with an exploding 
garlic spray. Abigail easily kicks o- her assailants, then whips o- her dowdy 
overcoat to reveal her fit, action-ready body and pummels each punk with a 
series of perfect martial arts moves before staking them to dust.

In a complete reversal from victim to avenger, Abigail tells the last one to 
“Scream if this hurts, Chicka!” before stabbing him in the chest. By know-
ingly exploiting a perception of female weakness the action heroine routinely 
questions the validity of gender binaries and takes a distinct pleasure in revers-
ing victim and avenger gender roles. Characters such as Maggie and Abigail 
are clearly presented as women who can feign vulnerability in order to best 
men in fights, and womanliness becomes just another tool for a strong and 
resourceful character.

While Maggie’s training in masculine skills in Point of No Return is soon 
recognized as redundant, it becomes obvious Maggie is not as naturally adept 
in femininity. Maggie’s training now focuses on teaching her how to behave 
as a lady, and Amanda (Anne Bancroft) is employed to instruct Maggie and 
the other women at the school in the acquisition of refined manners and so-
phistication. When Maggie struggles in her lessons, Amanda recognizes the 
problem and tells her, “What you need is balance, we must find your feminine 
side.” Maggie is taught how to walk, talk, dress, and act as a lady, and we soon 
witness the physical and behavioral changes she undergoes.

Her straggly black hair becomes a well-coi-ed blond, her skin clears up, 
her face is softened by subtle makeup, and her teeth are capped. She no longer 
swears, enunciates perfectly, her posture is good, and her manners delicate—
she even dabbles in French. In short, Maggie is now the perfect image of a 
proper lady. %is strategic need to school action heroines in the art of proper 
female performance is repeated in later films like Ms. Congeniality (*$$$) 
wherein a team of beauticians and etiquette specialists transform the crass 
and tomboyish FBI agent Gracie Hart (Sandra Bullock) into a beauty pageant 
contestant.

Time and again, action heroine stories reveal the artifice behind assumed 
gender roles. Moreover, Maggie’s animalistic snarl has been replaced by a 
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coquettish smile and her memorized feminine response to uncomfortable 
situations: “I never did mind about the little things.” In a genre famous for 
tight-lipped Stallones and Eastwoods, Maggie’s change in language is a subtle 
but fundamental gender performance. Her initial untamed behavior was rein-
forced by her casual use of profanity and her aggressive and prolific swearing 
clearly coded her as unfeminine. %e distinction between masculine/foul and 
feminine/polite language in the gender binarism of the film is made clear 
when Bob asks, “Why do you talk so dirty, Maggie?” and she responds, “Why 
do you talk so faggy, Bob?” Despite his position of authority, Bob, in his Ar-
mani suits and soft-spoken elocution, is depicted as “softer” than Maggie. In 
the world of action films, to be mannered is to be feminine and to be feminine 
is to be perceived as weak.

Once Maggie’s transformation is complete, Bob escorts her to an elegant 
Washington restaurant for what she thinks is a celebratory dinner, a coming 
out party for the newly fashioned debutante. Instead, Bob gives Maggie an 
oversized automatic pistol and tells her to execute a VIP and his bodyguard. 
She has no choice but to comply, so in a short cocktail dress and newly dyed 
and styled blond locks, Maggie catches the bodyguard unawares, killing him 
and his boss. She then shoots and fights her way past the remaining body-
guards to the washroom where Bob said she would find an escape window and 
a waiting car.

But Bob has lied—the window is bricked over and Maggie is thus forced 
to make her own way out of a restaurant full of men trying to kill her. In 
one telling moment as Maggie is caught in the washroom by another burly 
bodyguard, she raises her arms, feigning the role of a helpless female. %e 
bodyguard lowers his gun, but Maggie immediately shoots him. %is tech-
nique, encouraging her enemies to underestimate her, is foreshadowed in her 
fight with the martial arts instructor but in this instance it accentuates her 
play with gender roles. As viewers we are privileged in witnessing Maggie’s 
fluid alternation from performing masculinity/aggressiveness to femininity/
passiveness and back again. Prior to her being discovered in the washroom we 
see Maggie, the recent murderer, pounding her fists in frustration against the 
bricked-over window, but then when found completely changes her disposi-
tion to one of innocent helplessness—and just as quickly reverts to aggressive-
ness by blowing away the guard as soon as she sees her chance.

%roughout the film it is this image of a frail, pretty, slip of a girl that 
allows Maggie to catch her enemies o- guard. %e males arrogantly assume 
they have nothing to fear from such an obviously feminine character, and 
the presence of a young, thin, classically pretty Bridget Fonda in a sleeveless 
cocktail dress is at odds with the role of a ruthless killer. Maggie is the action 
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genre’s equivalent of Joan Riviere’s famous patient described in her landmark 
essay “Womanliness as Masquerade,” originally published in !"*". %e patient 
was a successful female intellectual who would often revert to flirtation with 
men after addressing a male audience. She was, Riviere argued, compensating 
for her theft of masculinity by accentuating her feminine gestures. From this 
Riviere concluded that women who venture into male terrain might employ 
femininity as a masquerade.

Womanliness therefore could be assumed and worn as a mask, both to hide the 
possession of masculinity and to avert the reprisals expected if she was found 
to possess it—much as the thief will turn out his pockets and ask to be searched 
to prove that he has not stolen the goods. (Riviere 1929: 38)

Riviere’s analogy of the thief is particularly apt for thinking about Point of No 
Return. Like the thief, Maggie presents the image of innocence when caught 
in the restaurant washroom—appropriately, the men’s washroom. To avoid 
the reprisals of behaving as a masculine assassin, Maggie turns out her gender 
pockets, o-ering her delicate femininity as proof that it was not her who stole 
the phallus. We plainly see Maggie’s femininity as a masquerade she uses at her 
convenience to exploit traditional cultural perceptions of gender.

Since women as action heroines are seen as enacting masculinity, as stealing 
the phallus, Point of No Return complicates the gender issue by blatantly em-
ploying womanliness as a masquerade. Indeed, any beliefs about the natural-
ness of the mask are destroyed as we see the careful construction of a feminine 
identity created for Maggie. She is taught the clichés necessary for a convinc-
ing performance of femininity.

%e same obvious construction of the mask can be seen in other popular 
Pygmalion-like films such as Educating Rita (!"#&) and Pretty Woman (!""$), 
but in these films the performative nature of class is more central than that of 
gender. %e depiction of most action heroines as masculinized challenges the 
viewers’ perception of gender behavior but it is still present as a natural act. 
%at is, the masculine heroine is shown to act in the way she does because it 
is her nature. In Point of No Return the heroine’s masculinity is disguised by 
her feminine masquerade, further emphasizing the performative nature of 
gender roles. We witness the easy fluidity with which Maggie performs both 
masculinity and femininity. In this regard, a biological female is free to enact 
either, or both, the most stereotypical of masculine or feminine behavior.
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A U D I E N C E S  A N D  T H E A C T I O N  H E R O I N E

Point of No Return provides viewers with an example of masculine behav-
ior that is not divorced from a feminine identity. %e artificiality of both 
masculine and feminine roles is exposed through Maggie’s obvious play with 
gender convention. %e dual drag she performs is subversive, in Butler’s sense, 
because it “implicitly reveals the imitative structure of gender itself ” (!""$: 
!&'). We witness Maggie’s manipulation of gender identity and see her using 
femininity as a masquerade as much as we see a woman performing as a man. 
%e machinations of gender performance are laid bare. Yet as a dual drag, as a 
calculated performance of both femininity and masculinity, the role of Mag-
gie is perhaps most illustrative of Butler’s primary postmodernist claim that 
“gender is an identity tenuously constituted in time, instituted in an exterior 
space through a stylized repetition of acts” (!+$) [italics in original].

Maggie is a dual character who has mastered the stylistic gestures that 
amount to femininity and masculinity in Western culture. She can swear, 
punch, and shoot like a man . . . as easily as she can wear high heels, bat her 
eyes, and feign helplessness. Her casual alternation between, and combination 
of, the two styles destroys the notion of one state being more natural than the 
other. For Maggie there is no original—she is both and neither at the same 
time. While traditional performative drag of the male-to-female nightclub va-
riety, relies on the viewer’s implicit understanding that the performer’s natural 
identity is masculine, Point of No Return shows that all layers of identity are 
performed, that there is no underlying natural state.

%is subversion of cultural assumptions about gender in Point of No Return
is rife with the potential of pleasurable, vicarious empowerment for female 
viewers. Here audiences are presented with a character overtly recognizable as 
female that consciously plays with gender performance. For Maggie, feminin-
ity becomes a means to empowerment rather than a hindrance to it—her play 
with gender roles becomes another weapon in her arsenal.

At the viewings of both La Femme Nikita and Point of No Return, I heard 
a noticeable amount of cheering and after-screening enjoyment by the female 
audience. Self-conscious shouts of “You show him, sister!” and “Wasn’t that 
great when she . . .” were not uncommon. %e positive response of female au-
dience members eager to partake in the pleasures of the action cinema may be 
read as a subversive act that empowers women at the same time it exposes the 
performative nature of gender. Yet I would not argue that Point of No Return
is a subversive act in itself.
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As Susan Bordo points out in her critique of Judith Butler’s theory, “Sub-
version of cultural assumptions (despite the claims of some deconstruction-
ists) is not something that happens in a text or to a text. It is an event that 
takes place (or doesn’t) in the reading of the text” (Bordo !""&: *"*). Point of 
No Return facilitates subversive readings of gender but does not necessitate 
them. For example, many men seemed to understand the film as a feminist 
turn at the action genre that played with stereotypical cultural perceptions 
of gender, but others I spoke with simply saw Maggie’s character as a way to 
incorporate some “tits and ass” into the action genre.

%is sexist view is the dark side of the coin faced by films featuring ac-
tion heroines. On an analytical level viewers may be willing to recognize how 
heroines like Ripley, Sarah Connor and Maggie problematize gender catego-
rization, but Hollywood’s (as well as the rest of our male-dominated culture) 
history of displaying the female form leaves a disturbing possibility that the 
action heroine can be seen as a fetishization of violence. “Are you ready for 
the Terminatrix?” asks Newsweek (Fleming !""&: ((). And it is just this type of 
playful diminutizing slippage between the heroine as a self-reliant character 
and a sexual object that undercuts the e-ectiveness of the more progressive 
aspects of mainstream popular cinema’s negotiation of gender.

%ese drastically di-erent readings contribute to the suspicions that leave 
feminist film critics teetering between praising and condemning the emer-
gence of the action heroine. In their article “Hardware Heroines,” Sue Botch-
erby and Rosie Garland cautiously ask, “Does the rise of the aggressive heroine 
really pose a threat to men or does she merely contribute to male fantasy via 
the eroticisation of hardware and violence?” (!""!: +!). Yet, we must not forget 
that in its often comic-book presentation of the heroic body, action cinema 
is perhaps an equal-opportunity o-ender. %e muscular male torso, loaded 
with guns and ammo, is paraded across the screen in fetishizing shots at least 
as often as the female form.

It also seems to me that the fear of the hardware heroine as an eroticiza-
tion of guns and violence is to misread her role in the films. %ese heroines 
are not equivalent to the bikini-clad babes suggestively draped over gigantic 
guns on heavy metal album covers and James Bond paperbacks. %is is not to 
deny the long history of Hollywood’s exploitation of the female body, but the 
more progressive depictions of the action heroine place her at the same level 
of erotic portrayal as the male icons of the screen—as primarily subject and 
secondarily object.

Certainly the Hollywood studios cannot be given too much credit for ad-
vancing the cinematic image of women in this day and age where top actresses 
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are often heard decrying the lack of decent roles for women. An article in 
Entertainment Weekly about the rise of actresses in upcoming action movies 
declared that the “studios aren’t as concerned with striking a blow for femi-
nism as they are in tapping into a lucrative market” (Hruska !""&: '). In the 
same week Newsweek agreed that “the current search for female action stars is 
about profit, not political correctness” (Fleming !""&: ((). %is market-driven 
response is the really hopeful sign of the general public’s acceptance of, and 
desire for, aggressive female roles. It is an indication that women as well as 
men can partake in the pleasures of the action film, and that men do cheer for 
heroic female characters.

Here is where I think pessimistic readings like Carol Clover’s miss the 
mark. Clover claims that to “applaud the Final Girl as a feminist development, 
as some reviews of Aliens have done with Ripley, is, in light of her figurative 
meaning [really a man], is a particularly grotesque expression of wishful think-
ing” (!""*: ,&). Clover’s claim is based on her observation that the Final Girl 
in horror films does not have a cinematic equal in any male characters. %e 
Final Girl is a substitute that allows the male viewer to vicariously experience 
an initial sense of powerlessness. But Clover is mistaken in her reading of 
Aliens as the same as its predecessor. Aliens is clearly viewed as an action movie 
and not a horror—and the action genre contains a plethora of male heroes 
the viewer can identify with, but male viewers openly choose to accept Ripley 
in a heroic role regardless of her biology. Aliens has gained somewhat of a cult 
status amongst the mostly male fans of action movies, and at more than one 
midnight screening I have seen legions of male viewers quote Ripley’s best 
lines in sync with her and wholeheartedly cheer her on.

%at the same viewers can identify with both a Ripley and a Rambo, a 
Maggie and a Martin Riggs in the same way suggests that viewer identification 
based on gender is a much more fluid practice than many critics will accept. 
Likewise, the enormously popular queen of the straight-to-video martial-arts 
movies, Cynthia Rothrock, claims: “I get lots of letters from young men. %ey 
say I make Jean Claude Van Damme look like a wimp” (Fleming !""&: ((). 
%at young men choose Rothrock over Van Damme is an indication audiences 
are perhaps more open-minded toward gender acceptability issues than they 
are often given credit for. Despite the ambivalence of some critics to welcome 
the action heroine as a challenge to the notion of gender as biologically de-
termined, the growth of cinematic images of women kicking ass helps push 
the envelope of culturally appropriate gender traits. %e success of La Femme 
Nikita and Point of No Return indicates the emerging acceptance of feminine 
identities that encroach upon even the most masculine of domains.
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